
About Jenah St.
At Jenah St. we combine designer handbags with a sustainable supply chain. 
Thanks to a direct-to-consumer approach, a wider audience is able to access 
durable vegan handbags at a fair price. Our goal is to bring more 
consciousness into luxury fashion consumption. Follow the arrow is the brand 
motto. Printed inside each bag, it’s a daily reminder to follow what makes you 
thrive and stay focused.

Responsibilities Your Profile
✴ Stay on top of the latest updates regarding tools and 

User Interfaces 
✴ improve efficiencies or advance the practice. Present 

practical ideas for future marketing expansion or 
optimization. 

✴ Campaign Strategy definition and implementation, 
working closely with other internal departments to 
develop fully integrated search campaigns 

✴ Perform daily account management of multiple paid 
media accounts in Google Ads 

✴ Implement A/B ad copy and landing page tests and 
make recommendations based on the results and for 
other testing opportunities 

✴ Collect and analyze data from multiple marketing 
channels to identify trends in order to achieve 
maximum ROI 

✴ Collaborate with the online and offline marketing 
teams on PPC strategies and omni-channel efforts 

✴ Track and manage KPI’s such as CTR, CPC’s and CPL 
to optimize campaigns and identify issues 

✴ Produce weekly reports for management (e.g. 
dashboards) related to all digital marketing efforts and 
KPIs discussed during weekly call or in person  

✴ Suggest and develop new campaigns across multiple 
channels 

✴ SEO experience a plus!

✴ You'll join us because you have gained a minimum of 
5+ years of paid search campaign management 
experience 

✴ You have gained essential experience in Analytical 
Tools (Google Analytics), Search Engine Desktop Tools 
(Google AdWords Editor)  

✴ You are an expert in Pay-Per-Click (PPC) optimization 
techniques (ROI / CPA / CPL / Impression Share) 

✴ A plus if you have experience with Bid Management 
tools (DoubleClick Search, Kenshoo, Marin, etc. Marin 
& Searchlight) as well as 3rd Party Tracking Tools 
(DoubleClick, Floodlight, Sizmek, etc.) 

✴ Fluent in English and German  
✴ SEO experience a plus 

Salary and perks to be discussed
Send your application including CV & letter of motivation to jb@jenah-st.com

Senior Performance Marketing 
- Google Expert -


